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Features: - 120 unique mosaics - 3 difficulty levels - 3 game modes - User-friendly interface - Time unlimited mode - 3 lovely and varied music tracks - HD
graphics for Windows Phone and tablets - 3D effectsPresident Donald Trump’s pledge to cut off funding to “sanctuary cities” is facing new obstacles as some of
his most ardent supporters have teamed up with liberal mayors and the Democratic National Committee to try to force Republican-controlled Congress to
remove the phrase from a $1.3 trillion government funding bill. Trump’s embrace of hardline positions like his plans to ramp up deportations of undocumented
immigrants came as a surprise to some people who thought he’d be more moderate and inclusive of immigrants. His planned ban on refugees from Muslimmajority countries became an international controversy. The president offered a compromise in a meeting Thursday with Senate Minority Leader Chuck
Schumer, D-N.Y., but the deal fell apart within hours. Trump has vowed to veto any bill that does not include money for a border wall. The expected fight over
whether local police should be allowed to share immigration status with federal immigration officials has also riled some supporters. The Anti-Defamation
League is calling on Trump to stop using that term, referring to cities that don’t fully comply with federal detainer requests to hold immigrants who’ve been
convicted of a crime. The group called the term inflammatory and has asked the Republican National Committee, which is a Trump supporter, to stop using it,
saying the term “represents a vile effort to question or challenge the legitimacy of sanctuary cities.” “Anti-Semitism is a troubling and serious issue that has no
place in American political discourse,” ADL CEO Jonathan Greenblatt wrote in a letter. Trump and other conservative Republicans have spoken broadly of
wanting to punish “sanctuary” cities for shielding immigrants suspected of crimes by declining to hold them for deportation, but the policy varies widely
depending on how many immigrants are held, whether they’ve been convicted and, at times, what crime they’ve committed. The push to stop funding
sanctuary cities comes as Congress works on legislation to keep the government funded through the November midterm elections. Schumer and House
Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif., are warning that they will prevent spending on the government from moving forward if the president’s border wall is not
included
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Download
No third party ads
Simple, uncluttered interface to various levels of player features

About Christmas Mosaic Puzzle Game
In
Christmas mosaic puzzle game is a simple and fast puzzle game, in this game you can play this game online without external program. You can have fun either choose the easy or tough task to solve the matrix game at the same time.

How to Play the game

More features
10 levels to challenge

2 levels easy
8 levels medium
2 levels hard
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